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Abstract
The arts overlap with an interrelated and accelerated chain. And then rebelling, seeking new
ideas, to challenge and innovate from previous art references, methods dare to life, society,
politics, industry and technology. And reached the limit to exceed the boundaries of the painting
and exhibition and the recipient, to challenge the art itself. After the integration of time and space
in the world of formation with its related material consequences, today refuses to submit to one
work and one goal to describe a new technique of technical skill looking at the relationship
between a set of elements and activate them between things. In an innovative context that
includes space, the ocean and the public. And to employ the place according to all its potential
and potential meanings. To display art in which plastic arts merge with other structures that are
adjacent and contradictory. To establish standards and technical facts. This was a prerequisite for
the emergence of the art of installation as an existing method, which may be able to end the
pursuit of modernity to escape from the ideal world and end the conflict with life.
The art of composition is an artist's art or as defined by the artist. It may be executed at an
unexpected location. Both at home and abroad. An artistic form with origins in the art of the
event, appeared in the 1960s. It is the construction or assembly of materials and influences,
which occupy and affect its surrounding environment. And is presented for a temporary period
either in an exhibition or in a non-technical context. And the nature of the work makes the
presence of the recipient materially inside the work to interact within the whole scene and
explore the different meanings.
The current research (The prevailing morphological and technical methods of installation art
and their impact on contemporary art) is an attempt to uncover and define the formal and
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technical system in the structural art and the diversity of the display spaces of the formal and
technical system in synthetic art. The advantages and references of what is based on the work
surface for the purpose of understanding the causes of these problems and ways to reduce them
through what this research through its joints to lead us to achieve a thorough understanding of
what is going on in the synthetic art by understanding the causes of these problems and the
disparity and the mechanisms of interpretation and system Working with those works of art.
The researcher sought in the first chapter to present the problem and the importance of the
research and the methodology used in it and then identify the research objectives which are the
disclosure of style and performance and the intellectual and structural implications of the system
formal and technical in the art of installation. In the first part of the second chapter, the
researcher focused on the formal system in contemporary art, the technological system in
contemporary art and the organizing systems of the structural art, to reach the most important
result of the theoretical framework as indicators that represent the bases upon which to access the
analysis and then extract its results.
The third chapter dealt with the trend towards analyzing the technical works of the artists of
structural art and their mechanism and operating systems, which included the identification of
the research society and its (4) samples that were deliberately selected through procedures and
justifications for starting the analysis through analytical descriptive approach.
In the fourth chapter, the results were discussed according to the theoretical framework of the
indicators and to achieve the research objectives.
Keywords: morphological, form, technical, installation art, contemporary art.
ملخص البحث
 ثبثضرخ عري ار ربر عدٗردح لززحردٓ ّرجز رز هري هزعت٘ربد رٌرْى، ّهي صن رزورز.رزداخل الفٌْى ثسلسلخ هززاثطخ ّهزسبرعخ
 اللْثررخ،ّ ّّإررل ثِررب الحررد ولررٔ رغرربّس ثررد.سررجهزِب اسرربل٘ت رزغررزا علررٔ الح٘رربح ّالوغزورري ّالس٘بسررخ ّاللررٌبعخ ّالز ٌْلْع٘ررب
ٗرخ ٗرزر، ّثتد اًدهبط الشهبى ّالو بى رٖ عبلن الزش ٘ل هي هب ٗزتلق ثَ هي رجتبد هب.َّالوتزض ّالوزلهٖ لززحدٓ الفي ًفس
الْ٘م الخضْع لتول ّاثد ُّدف ّاثد ل٘لف اسلْثب ً عدٗدا ً هري الوِربرح الفٌ٘رخ رجحرش ررٖ التينرخ ثر٘ي هغوْعرخ هري التٌبإرز
 ّرْ ٘ررف الو رربى علررٔ ّرررق ررل هتبً٘ررَ ال بهٌررخ. ثسرر٘ب هسررزحدس ٗشررول الفضرربا ّالوحرر٘ي ّالغوِررْر.رر٘با.ّرفت٘لِررب ثرر٘ي اء
.ق الفٌ٘رخ. لزخلخرل اسري الوتربٗ٘ز ّالحهرب. لتزض ري رٌدهظ رَ٘ الفٌْى الزش ٘ ل٘خ هري ثٌرٔ اخرزٓ رغبّرُرب ّرٌبنضرِب.ّالوحزولخ
را علرٔ وًِربا هسرتٔ الحداصرخ،رزًب ً اسبسر٘ب ً لرِرْر رري الزز ٘رت حسرلْة ثربلٖ ّالرذٕ نرد ٗ رْى نرب. ث٘ش بًذ ُذٍ الخلخلرخ
.للِزّة هي التبلن الوضبلٖ ٌِّٖٗ الخيف هي الح٘بح
. سرْاا ررٖ الرداخل اّ الخربرط. ّنرد ٌٗفرذ ررٖ هْنري ت٘رز هزْنري.ٍ،ري الزز ٘ت ُْ ري ٗز جَ الفٌبى اّ علٔ الٌحْ الذٕ ٗحرد
ٔ ّالزرحص٘زاد الزرٖ رشر ل ّرر صز علر، ُّرْ ثٌربا اّ رغو٘ري الورْا. ل رٌٖ لَ اإْل رٖ ري الحدس ِز رٖ السرزٌ٘بد. ّٗتزجز
ٖٗرب رر، ًّج٘ترخ اءعوربل رغترل ثضرْر الوزلهرٖ هب.ٖ ّرتزض لفززح ه نزخ اهب رٖ هتزض اّ رٖ س٘ب ت٘رز رٌر.ث٘ئزِب الوح٘طخ
.اخل ل الوشِد ّٗسز شف الوتبًٖ الوخزلفخ، اخل التول ل٘زفبعل،
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ّالجحش الحبلٖ (األساليب المورفولوجيت والتقنيت السائدة لفن التركيب وتأثيرها على الفن المعاصر) ُْ هحبّلخ لل شرف
ّرتررزف الوٌرْهررخ الش ر ل٘خ ّالزهٌ٘ررخ رررٖ الفرري الزز ٘جررٖ ّعلررٔ وصررز رٌررْع رضرربااد التررزض للٌررربم الش ر لٖ ّالزهرربًٖ رررٖ الفرري
الزز ٘جٖ .لذا ربى الجبثضخ اعزودد هٌِغب ً ّإف٘ب رحل٘ل٘ب ً ل زض رحل٘ل عٌ٘برِب عجز ل هشاٗبٍ ّهزعت٘برَ ثوب ُْ نب.ن علرٔ سرط
التول ل زض رِن هسججبد رلك اال .بل٘خ ّسجل الحد هٌِب هري خريل هرب ٗحههرَ ُرذا الجحرش عجرز هفبإرلَ ل٘ح٘لٌرب الرٔ رحه٘رق رِرن
،ن٘ق لوب ٗدّر رٖ الفي الزز ٘جٖ عجز رِن هسججبد رلك اال .بل٘خ ّرفبّد ّرخلخل ال٘بد الزحّٗل ًّرورَ التبهلرخ هري رلرك االعوربل
ستذ الجبثضخ رٖ الفلل االّل الٔ عزض هش لخ ّاُو٘رخ الجحرش ّالورٌِظ الوزجري ر٘رَ ّهري صرن رحدٗرد اُرداف الجحرش
الفٌ٘خ.
الزٖ ُٖ ال شف عي االسلْة ّاال،اا ّالدالالد الف زٗخ ّالجٌب٘.خ ّعي الوٌرْهرخ الشر ل٘خ ّالزهٌ٘رخ ررٖ الفري الزز ٘جرّٖ .ر رشد
الجبثضخ رٖ الوجحش االّل هي الفلل الضربًٖ علرٔ الوٌرْهرخ الشر ل٘خ ررٖ الفري الوتبإرز ّالوٌرْهرخ الزهبً٘رخ ررٖ الفري الوتبإرز
ّاالًروخ الو سسخ للفي الزز ٘جٖ لزلل الٔ اُن هب اسفز عٌَ االًبر الٌرزٕ و .زاد روضل الوزر شاد الزرٖ رسرزٌد الِ٘رب ررٖ
الْلْط الٔ الزحل٘ل ّهي صن اسزخزاط ًزب.غَ.
رٌبّل الفلل الضبلش االرغبٍ ًحْ رحل٘ل االعوبل الفٌ٘خ لدٓ رٌبًٖ الفي الزز ٘جٖ ّهبُٖ آل٘خ ّاًروخ ا.رز بلِن ّالزرٖ رضروٌذ
رحدٗد هغزوي الجحش ّعٌ٘زَ الجبل خ ( )4عٌ٘بد رن اخز٘برُب ثش ل نلدٕ هي خيل اعرزاااد ّهجرزراد ليًطري ًحرْ الزحل٘رل
عجز الوٌِظ الْإفٖ الزحل٘لٖ.
اهب رٖ الفلل الزاثي رهد روذ هٌبنشخ الٌزب.ظ ّرق هب اسفز عٌَ االًبر الٌرزٕ هي ه .زاد ّثوب ٗحهق اُداف الجحش.
الكلماث المفتاحيت :الوْررْلْع٘خ الش ل الزهٌ٘خ ري الزز ٘ت الفي الوتبإز.
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Chapter I - the Research problem and the need for it
Research problem:
The formative and Technical Media employed by art varied to enter the postmodern
formality and to be inspired by the value of its aesthetic standards. Through the artist's search for
a new technique that delivers and continues the artistic message that serves as a field of
reflection and reflection. Compositional art in sound has found a new technology that contributes
to breaking the prevailing artistic styles and opening different aesthetic horizons for a work fit to
be a formative work that belongs in its style and standards to the circle of conceptual art in which
the idea and meaning are presented on the apparent form.
There for the new formative and technical mechanisms worked to find a justification for

deliberation within the formative field, based on the communicative interaction that reshapes
individual visions, according to the new context and the recipients work on the inspiration of
some of the symbols that are generated from the accumulation of knowledge storage to receive,
and the resulting interpretations. The work thus emphasizes the mental practice of meditation,
which is based on the amount of cognitive and external interference emanating from the sounds
of nature to form different narratives characterized by individuality and non-adherence to
specific logic.
Therefore, one of the first questions that this study is concerned with is the system and the
formalities and techniques and their intellectual formations through which the art of painting in
all its fields can be a communicative medium, although this type of activity does not declare its
messages or its connotations or its impact on the behavior of the recipient, due to this serval
questions arose in this regard.
Study questions:
- What intellectual, formal and technical concepts underpin installation art?
- Is the formal and technical system in contemporary art (installation art) two ways to
produce an exotic universal language of art?
- Have the morphological and technical variations and the diversity of display spaces
influenced the morphological and technical system in installation art?
Study objectives: the current research aims to:
-revealing the formal and technical system in installation art.
-reveal the impact of the diversity of display spaces of the formal and technical system in the
compositional art.
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Study limits:
-The current research is determined by installation art for the period from 2000 to 2020.
-It relies on abstract works related installation art, and the use of existing sources of images on
Internet websites of installation art.
Study Terminology:
Morphological system:
- Definition is the "set of properties that make an object what it is, since the sensory
qualities are combined and give all together The Shape of the object, if the object is a
complex of multiple, it is the organization that calls the sum of the parts and their relation
to each other"(Sinclair. 1986.P25). It is "the basis which determines the distinctive
character of the company" (Ching. 2007.P27)
-

Procedural definition: It is a set of parts, elements and compounds that interact and rely
with each other in their work according to a specific plan that helps the system to reach
certain specific goals, which is based on the systematic contemporary Fine art standards
which makes the formalism is it the first steps to achieve the order.

Technique:
-

Definition: in essence, "it refers to a set of methods of an artwork, which have been
transformed into exact and codified laws that allow us to obtain speculative
results"(Ahmad. 2006.P38). As it is also "the application of certain scientific data in order
to achieve specific results, it can refer to a set of practical behaviors that use scientific
knowledge to produce certain results". (Ahmad. 2006.P39)

-

Procedural definition: technique is the artistic, mental, manual and all that is associated
with the means of artistic output and the mechanism of dealing with the visual surface of
set of means that are used in installation art for practical purposes, that the artist uses in
his artwork, and in which scientific, industrial and technological means may be involved.

Installation art
-

-
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Definition: installation art is a visual art form in which space inside a three-dimensional
work of art is transformed. And the rate of use of materials is indeterminate and the art
greatly exceeds the stylistic varieties. The work can be abstract, express a story, have a
political concept, or be theoretical. And It might be temporary or permanent for all
means (Lansroth.2006. What Is Installation Art and How Does It Transform Our
Perception?).
"The term installation art is used to describe large-scale, mixed-media constructions,
often designed for a specific place or for a temporary period of time "(Tate. Installation
art).

-

Procedural definition: It is the placement of one thing inside another and a form of
installation art - which expresses ideas" and "influences" as more important than the
quality of the final "product" or "work of art”. It is a purely temporary work of art, unless
photographed or documented in some way, there will be no evidence of its existence.

Methodology:
Descriptive analytical methodology is used in this study for being the appropriate method to
use for studying a phenomenon as in this research. Moreover, the descriptive method is a way of
interpreting and analyzing scientifically and systematically for the Proposes of accessing specific
purposes of social or human problem. The adopted description methodology expresses the applied
framework phenomenon as well as its features to reach the goal objectives. Secondary sources are used in
this research such as books, specialized scientific magazines and network to explain the theoretical
framework.

Chapter 2- Theoretical and practical framework

2.1. The systematic morphologies in contemporary art
The systematic morphologies in its formative structure is based on the Interactive relational
systems of elements and foundations of composition within the media field and by compression
techniques and mechanisms of completion.
This what gives the limits of the general form structure in relation to Its jurisdiction and the
field in which it is exists. Thus, in the field of Visual Arts, the form is organized by the
compressor of the expressive and aesthetic act and then the technical knowledge, which rises to
the analytical and compositional level within the space of intent and conscious will, that is
intentionally drawn by imagining the visual act and the composite image, which later represents
the systematic formative level of visual structure.
And if we follow the constructivist and epistemological concept of form, the theme of
transformation appears in the structural bodies and form systematics due to the rapid
fragmentation in the laws of the form in which the horizontal and vertical movement shifts the
form to a level of artistic composition and aesthetic necessities that press to achieve the highest
relative stability of the shape within the limits
Usually "the shape is as simple as the point if it is limited by itself (Figure 1), or as a large
degree of complexity, composition and entanglement" (Figure 2) and despite the differences It
expresses a state of stability and tends to preserve human experience.
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Figure 1, Jeff Koons, Balloon Dog (Orange) (1994 –
2000), at Tel Aviv Museum of Art, 2020

Figure 2 ,Cornelia Parker, Cold Dark Matter: An
Exploded View 1991, Tate

Therefore, the form is the method of organizing elements of content in a reciprocal, associative
way that enables the laws of form structure as form acquires its virtual imaginative meaning, Due
to the law of formation within the field of vector media, this is what systematic morphology and
structural formative reveal in contemporary art methods.
And what pushes until these morphological or formal systems turn into multiple compressors,
such as environmental, cognitive, psychosocial and aesthetic compressor as well as human,
scientific knowledge and artistic experiences that can be called metaphorically ready-made
experiments, knowing that the work of art eliminates functional and consumer necessities.
The shape is the portal from in which the technical art presentations begin because of its
clarity as universal understandable language by all recipients, in addition" it is the main cause of
visual arts development"(Haidar.1996.P171),moreover the process of evolution in the arts is the
evolution in form itself (Figure 3).since "it is the first thing that man realizes or learns in life, and
the perception of it, is not of parts or elements, but of the whole form through which the other
parts are more clear meaningful and without the form we wouldn‟t be able to deliver the concept
or the philosophy we seek to the recipient"(Saleh.1982.p21), in other words the recipient sees
a complete form and then proceeds to the details.
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Figure3.Crystal Wagner, Flux, 2016, Birthday party tablecloth, chicken wire, 60
x 15 x 40 feet. Bedford Gallery, CA

For instance, Stolentez sees that" There is no formless work of art no matter how different or

abstract it is, and the form is not an independent entity but rather It is more like a spider web
consisting of different and regular materials" (Stolnitz.1980.P59 ) ,the morphology of Form has
also occupied a great interest in aesthetic philosophies since the beginning of time, meanwhile
our surroundings are filled with all kind of forms that are often becomes our visual vocabulary
each resembles a particular functional use, on the other hand there is a visual connection and a
sense that binds us towards the it , This relationship emits feeling of comfort or sense of beauty
and may send a cognitive or symbolic significance, this means relative knowledge and aesthetic
taste that reflects the state of interest of the visual communicator, and is the most important it
will raise the level of artistic taste never less will help us read and understand works of art.
When we stand in front of a work of art, we often see a perceived phenomenon where we notice
actions, and absorb ideas, with philosophical significance and great value despite its relative and diversity
of its appearance and its connection with aesthetic taste, it is simply a bond that ties the artist to his
recipient. Taking "the external appearance of a form neglecting the details that it contains, as we
concentrate further more we will notice a duplication between the body and the formation, in fact the
form is considered the basic formulation of body, meanwhile the body is the general concept of the
formulation itself"(Abo. 1982.P132).
Eventually, we concluded that the form is the basis for understanding the artistic process and the
beginning of its formation, for every inner obsession that changes in the artist's mind focuses on the form
transformation ,a change in the elements relationships occur , down to the new aesthetic and artistic vision
that aligns with its tendencies and references pressure to new formulations of art.

However, the modern concept of form has been associated with the concept of structure, and we
mean by structure is all form of virtual relations that have their own laws in that it is a form
characterized by internal unity and self-regularity in such a way that confers a change in relations
and the format itself.
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So "the structure is a collaboration between the formative units of the artistic work, and cannot
identify the totality of the artwork in the event of a defect or confusion in the partial structures,
so that all diminish from its beauty by the amount of deficiency occurring in the partial structures
imitating it" (Al-Khafaji. 2012.P44).
It is "the form that determines the artistic presence by defining the value of the templates or
forms in which the materials and elements are installed, it is the form that embodies the ideas
through dissection, exoticism, undermining, demolition, dismantling and installation that the
artist should express" (Nemat.2013.P11)
The form is the outward appearance of the content and it is the basis for the interpretation of
the meaning required in the artwork, as every work of art has a form and content, so the form is
subject to the relationships that are related to the formations and structures through which it is
perceived, As for the content and meaning are absorbed through the organization of the units of
the form itself, from which the relationships begin With the work of art and the artist visionary
expressions will start, because it is an expressive and executive element after all, due to its
semantics that matches the image memory storage or expressions approaches ,and what is
accomplished in the processes of establishing the unity of the artwork, and the shape in most
cases represents the most expressive image because of its global spread, Since the form is the
apparent part or the containing body that is produced through objective laws.
The perception of form is "a mental process by which knowledge is accomplished through
sensory stimuli that arise from the fact that the human being is a system searching for
information‟s and organizing it, and the form is one of these information‟s" (Abdul Hussain.
2001.P43).
The form is also closely related to the content, it is a dialectical relationship that ultimately
focuses on the synthesis of artistic style, especially in fine arts fields, when the elements of the
holographic art form are related to each other in highlighting and developing the shape, including
the mass s relationship with space around it and the type of bond whether it‟s simple or complex
that connects them together in a way that is difficult to separate.
Meaning that the basis of the artist's morphological transformation is directly related to the
entirety of the work, from the idea till the end of the achievement and in between their
mechanisms of action, implementation materials and the morphological and formality
connections, and this is what installation artwork is all about, it is mostly a set of parts that may
be heterogeneous and are often processed in available surrounding space to implement a plan
that serve the idea of the work, and overlapping the constructive formation.
This new format neglects the significance of the work size and concentrate more on the space
vacancy and which unplugs the work space tension, where this type of work focuses on the
serious relationship between the work expressive elements and its internal and external spaces
Which are taken into account within the fundamentals of building the work despite the
possibility that any logical connection between the elements or parts related to the general
structure according to those traditional concepts that still dwell in the minds of some,
9

we may see some parts of the work, for example, As divergent in unorganized or close to nonstereotypical or based on some of the other or hang on top of each other, all of which are
ultimately just solutions or visual formulations that have meaning and enjoy their personal
character, which emphasizes the thought and subjectivity of the artist (Figure 4) .

who is the only responsible for his morphological formulation therefore he himself is eager to
capture the creative moment that enables him to create a new contemporary form of artwork At
the same time, it is the perfect way to put forward the issues and technical problems of his mind
and of course, and the artist must ensure the complete and effective acquisition of the attention of
the viewer and how much he interacts with the work through contemplation , only then he can
trigger the visual pleasure as well as to get rid of everything that is traditional, familiar, real and
mentally logical, all of which are important and pursued general goals that postmodern arts
brought to achieve because it is considered a qualitative leap against those restrictions and
concepts followed.
However, the authors of the deconstructive approach see the impossibility of defining a final
meaning of the form, as the form is perceived by the interpretations of the recipient. By
discovering the meaning of the form, it allows the beginning to search for another meaning, and
so the receiver continues with infinite interpretations, furthermore True artistic creativity is based
on the creation of new images or forms that express new situations and content. Thus"the
observed events that were initially present must disappear in order to be replaced by other events
and scenes, as if the qualitative material that generated the original excitement had attracted them
to it"(Dewey. 2005.P.188).
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Additionally As a result of the technological, intellectual and industrial revolutions that led
to the creation of intellectual and artistic shifts, it became possible to borrow and employ new
mechanisms and techniques are used in the world of optics and cinema, and inventing new
methods, such as spraying, casting, and using large spaces to try to create a new formal system
compatible with the techniques of displaying it .which led to a new world with now reginal
identity that made it impossible to naturalize the system of form and its belonging to a specific
region, on top of that the artist has replaced the old tools like brushes and canvas with
unfamiliar and raw materials such as metal, plastic, aluminum, consumables materials combining
them together with a certain formative mechanism that reacts with the elements of surprise and
raise questionable philosophy that can match the data of the modern era and beyond.
The visual achievement is a combination of the artist‟s skill in employing materials, and
since the inception of the Dada the value of the physical presence of the artwork has declined
and likewise the performance skills, and the power of the idea has emerged and the forms of its
manifestation have varied and the artwork has become many things, it might be an act, an
electronic image, an elusive idea or vocal and body illustrated movement, this philosophy began
to occupy their distinctive position, thus disintegrating the perception of the approved and
popular form of the aesthetics of the artwork.
2.2 Technique in contemporary art
Technique is a given of human data, and a strategy to work in life, whose goal is to regulate
human existence that has made it a dominant force on man and the world.
Technique has been known since ancient times as "a set of experimental data that was
collected and synthesized to achieve a set of goals. In essence, it refers to a set of methods for a
profession or an art, which turned into codified laws that allow us to obtain beneficial inclusive
results "( Auzias.1975.P33) and technically it is known as a handicraft, or cultural made industry
(Al-Safadi.1986.P124),In this way, "it represents two aspects the first of which is the set of skills
and the actual processes that the individual engaged in to reach an existing product already
defined , and the second is, it means theoretical knowledge or science that grows and develops in
relation to skills, to refer thought from its theoretical level to its applied level, and this is
diagnosed in Manifestations of the connections that links technique with science.
The techniques carry the idea of human intervention, and by that, I mean adding something
new to a state of nature or modifying one of its elements, and the outcome of human‟s thoughts
concluded that the meaning of technique and its effects, contributed to the progress of
civilization and its interaction with the components of nature itself.
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Since technique and progress are two related concepts in the opinion of
the French philosopher Henri Bergson, through which he described human intelligence as a
human ability, whose work revolves around the creation of certain tools, and intelligence is the
force for manufacture these machines, And because "the use of the tool requires a series of
practical procedures imposed by its nature directed to achieve a specific goal, and therefore the
difference in the formulas of procedures according to the different tools used does not come from
the diversity characteristic that the nature of the tools already have, but rather a technical
difference according to what specific skills that the used tool requires ") Bergson.1998.P124)
When it comes to technique in visual art it‟s possible to say that starting from the moment
that the man found the way to express himself through the work of art, to the point that made him
think about how his artistic effect will last for the longest possible period, He sought to stabilize
the primary colors that nature had placed in his hand starting from the primitive elements burned
bones , which gave him awareness and skill by using contrasting colors of clay and plant juices,
and the remnants of chemical reactions to express the Implemented forms and their semantics
according to his treatments presented, and embodied that forms (Figuer5&6).

Figure (5) Bison (reproduction) in the great hall of
polychromes. The Cave of Altamira. Spain

Figure(6) The Great Hall of the Bulls. Cave of Lascaux
prehistoric paintings. France

Technique in visual arts takes another level "it is the set of operational processes that depend
on the cognitive theories and the skillful experiences of the artist to produce his artistic
achievement, In other words. It is an artistic method used to reproduce a work of art in a correct
manner"(Alshal.1960.P282), therefore, it is possible to consider technique as a culture that the
artist acquires and contains through learning and practice so whenever the artist proceeds to
implement a certain artistic achievement, till the point that the accumulation of knowledge
storms on the level of performance and the value of showing within his artistic work, in brief
technique in art is the science of skills in demonstrating and studying treatments logically in
order to fulfill a specific function which is also, organized knowledge with practical purposes,
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and by employing all available resources, whether material or non-material, effectively to
accomplish the desired work, to reach a high degree of performance.
Technique as part of the creative craft is considered a catalyst for the creative value to reach
its maturity stage, and the artist must be fluent in using his creative, procedural, intellectual and
cultural tool in a way that guarantees his privacy and artistic characteristic that distinguishes him
from others, and the visual art world are betting on technical artistic performance and the artist
capabilities, so the technique became in the concept of these art institutions synonymous with
beauty, absolute , telepathy and cultural discourse and has acquired a great deal of importance in
the process of artistic construction, no less important than the elements of the artwork, since "the
creativity of the artwork is combined with technical skill"( Collingwood.1966.P37)
Based on that, it is impossible to accomplish a work of art without the presence of the skill
obtained through experience and experiments, and this requires the artist's awareness of his
material and the technical methods that are processed in his work, and just as we cannot separate
the morphological form from the materials, it is impossible to exclude the form from the artistic
methods, that is, by means of achieving the artistic work" (Barthelemy.1970.P195 ).
This requires the artist to seek and learn more modern techniques, in the sense of knowledge
and scientific enrichment to develop his practical side, as there must be a prior awareness of the
material nature and the ways to process it to reach ideal demonstrative values that reflect the skill
and intellectual side of his, (Figure 7), and this process by itself makes the artist think about that
repeatedly before starting his work, which means that the artist goes through a long and complex
process related to the development of art itself.

Figure (7) Cornelia Parker ‘Neither from Nor
Towards. bricks suspended on wire.2012.
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The techniques of postmodern art are both surprising and puzzling, because most artists
combined various techniques into a single work of art, affixing, grouping, and montage
(installation) led to close the distance that separates the art of drawing and sculpture, and the
overlap of the two arts to a great extent that is difficult to separate, and the artistic output was
defined in the hermaphrodite sense because sculptural and painted works of art are almost
identical in terms of material and technique of their implementation,and that most postmodern art
sculptors produced works like those produced by painters with almost similar techniques.

Contemporary art is now taking an intellectual approach and moving towards keeping pace
with scientific development. the cognitive and industrial development that occurred in the
modern era and the resulting industrial products, raw materials and various media in all technical
concepts, until art became influenced by a methodology of scientific thinking and technique
emerged artistic trends that changed the prevailing traditional concepts and old custom, likewise
techniques became an issue in art as well, and the use of raw materials and mediums and their
search for them through industrial products became something of great importance and an artistic
excitement that defines the vision possessing materials and its dimensions.
Salama - also asserts that, "as a result of the enormous technological development that has
taken place, the modern artist's diverse experiences with materials and new techniques have
emerged, in which he has created diverse aesthetic values. the artist's vision has also diversified
through the formulation of materials, where he has turned to new compositional methods of
installation art, which has increased the artist's possibilities to realize his ideas and unleash his
creative energies, which in turn has affected the traditional and familiar form of visual
artworks".(Salama.2009.P19)
Accordingly, the technique and formative media in contemporary art are considered a
method of performance in which the artist uses all tools and raw materials as a medium where he
can express and embody his ideas on the visual surface of his artwork (Figure 8).
(Heidegger) believes that technology has a set of individual behaviors of the artist, that is, in
some cases, the artist innovates creative technique rather than being guided by the ideas of any
other technique. So, the concept of technique has its right to intellectual creativity (Ibrahim.
2006.P97).
The post-modernist work has recently sought to identify itself in its anti-artistic production by
transcending it, in an effort to dissociates from the old and stablish its own rules by discovering
unique artistic conditions that proves its legitimacy for its technical and formal outputs,
(Kaye.1999.P7)
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The technical transformation in the morphological arts is the development in the structure of
the form by investing the materials, tools and modern methods supported by the artist's style in
showing the artistic achievement and this is consistent with the metaphorical image, however
"the conventional concept of transformation emphasizes that it is the change of things in tow
dimensions one that happens in the (deep structure) other is the shift in the appearances. And this
transformation in essence of things in deep structure is the occurrence of something new
following the first image where the shift in the aspects of the thing changed its appearance from
case to case"(Al Kanani. 2004.P139).
Therefore, the artistic work is an aesthetic organization that carries an idea embodied by the
artist using foundations and techniques intended to reveal the compatibility between the technical
and expressive potential of the artistic work and show the idea that the artist seeks to achieve,
technique has a fundamental role in an artwork, because it represents the experience and the
ability to embody ideas bye the mean of tools and methods, to bring the work of art to existence.
At the end the artist is the one who decides on the type and number of technical variations to
be used in any single artwork according to his personal style and aesthetic and expressive goals,
as "Fossion" decides when trying to clarify that the subject of art is a world of objective data
that require independence or Self-sufficiency, and the image itself has a special presence due to
its unique subjectivity that is manifested by a series of characterized personal
expressions.(Salama.2010.The change in technique concept from modernism to post modernism)
From this point of view, the researcher believes that a transformation has occurred in the
artist‟s relationship with the material (his artistic medium). After it was challenging relationship
full with a lot of conflicted tension, it has become more of a vision and ideas, as each physical
medium has aesthetic characteristics and expressive potential what interests the artist most, and
guides his emotions fulfil his desired achievements, for that "modern techniques have provided
the artist with virtual media that is not available in nature, and have given him the possibilities of
formation unlimited resources of materials that he is not entrusted with before".)Mostafa.
2001.P9-10)
By the end, technique is the means of expression or functional artistic production, it acquires
aesthetic philosophy and meaningful values, as we realize how to make practical use of them,
and how we can transform it into something valuable and functional.
And here we find that the artist began to use unconventional materials in his artwork. He has
used multiple techniques, from which he created creating aesthetically pleasing works of art from
scrap, metal, automotive waste, sheet metal from cars, brake pads, transmitters, and radio parts
Small idle screen devices, plastic, fiberglass, Formica, glass, wood, etc. therefore postmodernism
artist has always sought to reduce the difference between painting and sculpture, in the
production of amazing compositional works worthy of elevation to universality, under the name
of installation art (Figure 8), In doing so, he drew attention to how the artist invested the
remains of the ores,
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and everything in his environment became a store for a stock of his materials, in which it is not
possible to claim the existence of a primary or non-essential material, but the work can be judged
through its value.

Figure (8) Alejandro Aravena.14km of metal studs are recycled
for the Arsenal entrance.2015

Eventually, postmodern art has witnessed a great stability in the field of legalizing artwork, and
there have been remarkable transformations on the technical level of artistic works due to the
new lifestyle acceleration. Economic and cultural development, and the level of scientific and
technical inventions, and the growth of the industrial aspect that brought the transformations in
human and societal relations, all of which had an impact on the core of the society,
that reflected on the psychological and spiritual life aspects, likewise on the environmental
aspects and the change that brought on the community that shifted the science, philosophy and
art paths from abandonment to imitation, fragmentation, and nihilism, when new features of art
emerged, from the disintegration of form, its openness, absurdity, chaos, disassembling ,
demolition, and uniqueness of style, and the return of Dadaist, surrealist and abstract values in a
new dimensions different from those that preceded in the Second World War, all this and more
has to do with the technical aspects of art work that have taken on the responsibility of
experimentation and renewal, and has taking the lead finding the right technique of producing
artwork by shifting away from the usual and familiar to some extent, with the absence of the
pictorial surface.
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2.3. Foundation systems of installation art
There is no doubt that in our time the artwork is available incomparably. There is no
difficulty in viewing it. It is present in public spaces, in museums and galleries, in homes and
work offices, as well as in many areas of our daily life.
But there's a little paradox here. such wide access did not make it a transient or public
phenomenon nor did it over-maintain its elevation but had kept the rules of heterogeneity and
individuality, as every work of art continues to have an innovative expressive connotation and is
enriched by its highly specific aesthetic reasons for us, it is the experience that illuminates our
need for knowledge, in making us able to understand and participate in the world, and import
noble taste pleasure to our lives.
If we examine any artistic and creative work in the visual arts, we find that it is a holistic
subject with its structural composition and basic elements that it cannot seem coherent without.
We find that it involves a material in which the intellectual content is physically embodied and
formulated to harmonize in its elements, and was organized according to a specific formation
and in which the parts appear subjective in a comprehensive complex work of art. (Abul reda.
2006.P5)
Therefore, Installation art is a term commonly used to describe a work of Art located in a
three-dimensional interior space, since "install" means placing object inside another object. It is
often a specific site designed for a particular relationship, temporary or permanent, with its
spatial environment at an architectural, conceptual or social level. It also creates a high level of
intimacy between the work itself and the recipient because it does not exist as a valuable thing to
be seen only but as a presence within the general context of its containers, whether it is a
building, museum or dedicated rooms. Artworks aim to evoke a mood or feeling, and thus
require commitment from the recipient.

Installation art describes the artistic and formative processes that produce formative
compositions that have a physical presence, often based on spatial overlap with the assets of the
realistic surroundings of the work, So most of the works of installation art are constructed and
executed directly within the space of art halls, museums or in the outdoor spaces , where it is
difficult to move if implemented inside artists' studios, They represent a wide range of
constructive and formative practices that result in enormous diversity of artistic productions, that
may include means and multiple materials such as mixing media, video arts, engineering
compositions, and industrial construction, and sometime the sound and light effects(figure 9),
and it‟s a type of conceptual art that appeared in the late 1970s, but was clearly represented in the
works of Marcel Duchamp, especially his famous work The urinal.(Figure 10) .
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Which he acquired from the local market and its dowry with the signature of Rent, which is
the name of the company that manufactured it, and he sent it to the New York Independent
Exhibition in 1917 and named it (The Fountain) as one of his works belonging to what was then
called Readymade art,(Abdul Radha.2006.P5), that later was adopted by installation art which
are the objects that are captured or found by chance and were inserted into the compositional
structure of the work of art ,or rely on ready-made objects and bring them into the core of the
innovative work ,It may be a piece extracted from a machine or tree root that the artist discovers
and places it in unexpected content (Bowness.1990.P285), or available materials such as cloth,
wires, metal, glass, etc.

on other hand artists like :Richard Serra (Figure.11), Judy Chicago(Figure.12), Chiharu
Shiota (Figure.13) ,Doris Salcedo,(Figure.14) Nancy Holt (Figure.15), and others, are known
for this type of art and their works are classified as synthetic, crowded with exotic materials, and
focused on the form away from the traditional methods blurring the boundaries that separate art
from life and opened a new door to a world full of surprises, loaded with expressive values that
have overshadowed postmodern art.
Installation artists are known for their challenging work, innovation and insistence on
introducing the recipient into the work, sooner led to many problems requiring the artist to focus
on great leaps in imagining remembering, tweaking the recipient's self-awareness, and trying not
to repeat his work to insure getting the desired interaction from the recipient with boring him.as
the sectors that belong to this movement resonate with our human experiences just as we are
inside it, connecting with the living environment ,this can be seen clearly in Richard Serra„s
work as he turned to non-traditional industrial materials, that freed him from the old known
substate or base as in his work "question of time" (Figure 9), where he focused on large-scale,
site-specific sculptures that are made of industrial materials,
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one of Sera‟s old sculptures is a composition of eight pieces of steel that consists of simple
shapes and complex spirals that the recipient moves through varying sections and varying
distances between the plates The metal that is curved from being narrow in one place and wide
in another , which causes constant confusion to the recipient when passing through them, this
rust-brown and orange artwork brought new relationships with the recipient, this rust-brown and
orange artwork brought new relationships with the recipient, encouraging him to move through
various perspectives. Sera‟s extensive work, creates a dialogue with his architectural or urban
environment, or surrounding landscape.

Figure (11) Richard Serra. Torqued Ellipse

(question of time). Weatherproof steel - Día
Art Foundation, New York.1996
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Figure (12) Judy Chicago, The Dinner
Party, 1979
Brooklyn Museum of Art

Figure (13) Chiharu Shiota
The Key in the Hand,
2015, red wool, old boats,
old keys

Figure (14) Doris Salcedo, Noviembre 6 y
7,280 chairs and rope, New Palace of
Justice, Bogotá, Colombia. 2002

Figure (15) Nancy Holt, Stone Enclosure: Rock Rings
construction, Bellingham, USA,1978

Clearly and, based on the above, the researcher finds that the installation art is an art that
challenges prevailing views. It acquires its references from physical reality, but unfortunately its
elements lack their initial peculiarities and independence and sacrifice them, leading to the
realization of the morphological form resulting from the relationship of total elements away from
understanding the single form, and again The visibility of the shape is unlimited and varies
depending on the area and nature of the work displayed site affected by the surrounding site
factors.
2.4. Theoretical framework indicators
1. Th morphological and technical system of installation art relied on visual logic closest to
the reality of things, abandoning optical illusions in favor of real and tangible masses
with which the recipient coexists within the visual display environment.
2. The installation art has contributed to the integration of more than one artistic direction
that adopts the image in its introduction, such as photography, formation, theater, etc.
Applying it into a new framework by the name of installation art.
3. Installation processes uses optical signs and modern components such as technology,
lighting, nature and more which refers the recipient to discuss the materials of the
artwork with its three-dimensional presence, that enables the recipient to enjoy roaming
around the work and interact with it.
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4. this is what gives installation art the characteristic of credibility, and certainly does not
affect other types of visual arts, thus each artist has his own way of showing his creative
talents.
5. The artist's focus in the installation art is on great leaps in imagining, remembering,
changing, and switching in the recipient's self-awareness and avoiding repeating the work
so that the recipient does not feel bored.
6. The artistic work is an aesthetic organization that carries an idea embodied by the artist
using intentional foundations and techniques that reveals the extent of compatibility
between the technical and morphological systems of the artistic work and show the idea
that the artist seeks to achieve.
7. The morphological and technical system changes according to the specific characteristics
that the material gives, which allow it to be shaped in a specific way. The shape is
morphologically transformed by the value of the additive and its compliance.

Chapter 3- Research procedures
This chapter deals with the procedures followed by the researcher to achieve the current
research goals in terms of the description of the research community, its sample and the
preparation of the tool used in the analysis of samples.
3.1. Research methodology: the researcher adopted the descriptive and analytical approach,
being the most appropriate, and the closest to achieve the objectives of the research.
3.2. Research community: given the large amount of work that installation artists accomplished,
it is not possible to be statistically enumerate and identified, the researcher carried out an
inventory and survey of the available work related to the research community, to select the
sample and define it to cover the current research procedures and achieve its desired goals.
3.3. Research sample: A sample of (4) artists was selected by (4) works of art, one work for
each artist, intentionally according to the following justifications:
1. The models chosen in terms of their styles give an opportunity to familiarize
themselves with the formal and technical systems in installation art.
2. They represent models of well-known artists who have a distinctive role in
installation art.
3. The artwork differs in their ideas, artistic methods, time of completion,
morphological and technical systems.
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4. The works that achieved transformations in installation art technical and
morphological methods in terms of the visual installation art achievement.

3.4. Search tools:
The researcher adopted the cognitive foundations of formal and technical systems, in
addition to the intellectual, aesthetic and artistic indicators within the context of the theoretical
framework. Build in search tools. In addition to that, in addition, it relied on the analysis system
according to the following:
- Optical scanning.
- Technical and morphological systems.
- Demonstration techniques.
3.5. Sample analysis
- Sample No. 1
Artist: Yayoi Kusama
Work Title: Obliteration Room
Work type: Installation art
Date and place of publication: Queensland Art
Gallery in 2002
Yayoi Kusama is a Japanese contemporary artist who
works primarily in sculpture and installation, but is
also active in painting , performance, film, fashion,
poetry, fiction, and other arts.
Her work is based in conceptual art and shows some
attributes of feminism , minimalism, surrealism, Art
Brut, pop art, and abstract expressionism, and is
infused with
autobiographical, psychological content. She has
been acknowledged as one of the most important
living artists to come out of Japan.
As with many of Kusama‟s installations, the work is disarmingly simple in its elemental
composition, however, it brilliantly exploits the framework of its presentation. The white room is
gradually obliterated over the course of the exhibition, the space changing measurably with the
passage of time as the dots accumulate as a result of thousands and thousands of collaborators.
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Kusama is best known for her brilliantly colored dotted surfaces, her installations with blowups and her walls covered in brilliant spots. And in her biography, she talks about experiences
really of a very young child, almost sort of hallucinogenic experiences, where her vision of
landscape and people was clouded by spots from there the spot emerges as a pattern in her work,
It‟s a reflection of her vision, but it‟s also a way of embracing the whole world in a kind of
overall pattern ,And the interesting thing about her work in particular is that where she‟s moved
from creating an environment of spots that we passively appreciate or enjoy a walk through, to
actually involving the audience in the creation of this dotted, spotted interior.
The Obliteration Room‟ was fist displayed at the Queensland Art Gallery in 2002, as an art
project for children, and in 2012, it was presented at Tate Modern. The white room works as a
canvas for visitors – its furniture and details blend in together as colorful dots take over. It is a
fun project, but one that is based on the artist‟s troubled childhood, that has more in that one can
imagine.
Yayoi Kusama's interactive Obliteration Room begins as a white space which visitor are
invited to cover with stickers. Over the course of a few weeks the room is transformed from a
blank canvas into an explosion of color, with thousands of spots stuck over every available
surface.
At the start of the project, this room was completely white – white ceiling, white floor, white
walls, white furniture. People come in, they are given a sheet of colored stickers in different
sizes, which have been produced specially for the project and in accordance with the artist‟s
specifications; her choice of color, her choice of finish, and her choice of size. And then
everybody is invited to place the stickers anywhere they like in the room, according to any
pattern, any idea they have, anything they like they can do with the stickers.

interactivity became an important component of Kusama‟s work in the mid to late 1960s,
when her solo public performances expanded into participatory happenings. A product of the
postwar Avant-garde, which almost immediately crossed over into popular culture, or at least
underground counter culture, happenings developed as unconventional performance events
increasingly relying on audience reaction and direct participation.
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Kusama's works on display are meant to immerse the whole person into Kusama's
accumulations, obsessions, and repetitions. These infinite, repetitive works were originally meant
to eliminate Kusama's intrusive thoughts, but she now shares it with the world, and creating these
feelings amongst audiences was intentional. These experiences seem to be unique to her work
because Kusama wanted others to sympathies with what she has been through in her troubled
life, the lack of feeling in control throughout her life made her, either consciously or
subconsciously, want to control how others perceive time and space when entering her exhibits.
This statement seems to imply that without her trauma, Kusama would not have created these
works as well or perhaps not at all. Art had become a coping mechanism for Kusama, It is
remarkable how she overcame her dark past and used it to create such positive, colorful art
works. That stands out making her one of the most famous installation artists of this era.
- Sample No. 2
Artist: Doris Salcedo
Work Title: Shibboleth I-IV
Dimensions: 152.4 × 115.6 cm
Work type: Installation art
Date and place of publication: New York,
2007.
Doris Salcedo creates sculptures and installations
whose understated appearance belies complex
themes. Her works commonly have themes and
subjects related to historical incidences of mass
violence, trauma, racism, and colonialism; she
believes that her art represents a social conscience
and sees her own role as that of a witness. Salcedo
commonly constructs her pieces with everyday
objects, including domestic furniture, hair, and
clothing. Sculpture, for Salcedo, “is the giving of a
material gift to the being who makes his presence
felt in my work.” Salcedo also makes installations
that alter existing spaces. She has been known to
work with architects and engineers to make works
that are set directly and almost imperceptibly into
their surroundings.
Shibboleth was the title of a temporary art
installation placed by the Colombian artist in the Tate Modern in 2007. Salcedo's installation
took the form of a 167-metrelong, meandering crack in the floor of the Turbine Hall, a hairline
crack at one end which expanded to a few inches of width and around two feet of depth at the
other. The crack was made by opening up the floor and then inserting a cast from a Colombian
rock face.
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Salcedo‟s installation requires attentive viewing. The rupture width and depth vary, changing
from a slight opening to one several inches wide and up to two feet in depth. The viewer‟s
perception into the crevice alters, as he or she walks and shifts to better glimpse inside the cracks
and appreciate the interior space, notably the wire mesh embedded along the sides
To go from viewing this installation as a fissure in concrete to an artwork about the
disenfranchised may seem like a big step. It is helpful to think of Shibboleth as a work of
conceptual art since the ideas that frame the physical crack in the floor are of equal, if not greater
importance than the material work itself. Salcedo‟s installation at the Tate Modern would be
completely different if it were simply untitled, indeed, the analysis of the work would then settle
exclusively on its formal qualities. But Salcedo has bestowed a curious and specific name:
“Shibboleth,” a codeword that distinguishes people who belong from those who do not.

As every community, culture, and nation has its shibboleth. Among the U.S. military,
“lollapalooza” was used during World War II since its tricky pronunciation could identify native,
English-speaking Americans. But the sinister history of the word “shibboleth” illustrates how
friends and enemies are separated by fine, linguistic lines. Any stranger in a foreign land
appreciates the vulnerability this entails, especially the fear of being outed as a foreigner and
exposed in a hostile environment.
For her it represents borders, the experience of immigrants, segregation, racial hatred. It is
simply the experience of a Third World person coming into the heart of Europe. For example, the
space which illegal immigrants occupy is a negative space. And so, this piece represents the
negative space, the scars that tragedy leaves behind with all remaining memories, the work is
kind of a memorial to the issues Doris touches on.
Salcedo‟s strength as an artist is her ability to balance the formal impact of Shibboleth with its
message, while preventing one from overshadowing the other. Salcedo‟s reticence to discuss her
process and meaning at length is our opportunity to develop infinite interpretations.
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- Sample No. 3
Artist: Manal Al Dowayan
Work Title: Suspended Together
Dimensions: 152.4 × 115.6 cm
Work type: Installation art , Porcelain
standing and pecking doves, fiber glass
bird sculptures with stickers and fish
wire .
Date and place of publication:
Venice Biennale, 2011
Manal Al Dowayan is a Saudi
Arabian contemporary artist, best
known for her installation piece Suspended Together from the Home Ground Exhibition at the
Barjeel Art Foundation in 2011. She has shown work in a number of shows including the 2012
Soft Power show at Alan Art Center in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia, the 2013 Journey of Belonging, a
solo show at Athr Gallery in Jeddah, Saudi Arabia, the 2017 100 Masterpieces of Modern and
Contemporary Arab Art in Paris, France, as well as having her work exhibited in the 2014 USA
Biennial in Houston, the 2015 P.3: Prospect New Orleans USA Biennial Notes For Now, and the
Venice Biennale in the Future of a Promise Exhibition. Her work spans many mediums from
photography to installation and focuses on a progressive examination and critique women's roles
in Saudi society.
“Suspended Together” is an installation that gives the impression of movement and freedom.
However, a closer look at the 200 doves allows the viewer to realize that the doves are actually
frozen and suspended with no hope of flight. An even closer look shows that each dove carries
on its body a permission document that allows a Saudi woman to travel. Notwithstanding their
circumstances, all Saudi women are required to have this document, issued by their appointed
male guardian.
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The artist reached out to a large group of leading women from Saudi Arabia to donate their
permission documents for inclusion in this artwork. “Suspended Together” carries the documents
of award-winning scientists, educators, journalists, engineers, artists and leaders with
groundbreaking achievements that gave back to their society. The youngest contributor is six
months old and the oldest is 60 years old. In the artist‟s words, “regardless of age and
achievement, when it comes to travel, all these women are treated like a flock of suspended
doves.”

- Sample No. 4
Artist: Random International (Group)
Work Title: Rain Room
Dimensions: 100 sq m
Work type: Installation art , water, injection
molded tiles, solenoid valves, pressure regulators,
custom software, 3D tracking cameras, steel
beams, water management system, grated floor.
Date and place of publication: Barbican,
London, 2012
Art Group RANDOM INTERNATIONAL run
a collaborative studio for experimental practice
within contemporary art. Founded in 2005 by
Hannes Koch and Florian Ortkrass, today they
work with larger teams of diverse and
complementary talent out of studios in London and Berlin. Questioning aspects of identity and
autonomy in the post-digital age, the group‟s work invites active participation. RANDOM
INTERNATIONAL explores the human condition in an increasingly mechanized world through
emotional yet physically intense experiences. The artists aim to prototype possible behavioral
environments by experimenting with different notions of consciousness, perception, and instinct.
Their work Rain Room is in the collection of Los Angeles County Museum of Art having been
exhibited under the museum‟s historic Art and Technology initiative. The artwork has also been
shown at the YUZ Museum in Shanghai, the Museum of Modern Art, New York, and London's
Barbican. An edition of Rain Room has become the first permanently installed artwork at the
Sharjah Art Foundation and is housed in its own building.
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Rain Room can be seen as an amplified representation of our environment. Human presence
prevents the rain from falling, creating a unique atmosphere and exploring how human
relationships to each other and to nature are increasingly mediated through technology.

Upon entering the installation, visitors are simultaneously exposed to and protected from the
water falling all around. Although the sound and smell of the rain are intense, its touch remains
absent leaving visitors dry within a continual downpour as they navigate the space. Motion
sensors detect visitors' movements as they navigate through the darkened space, becoming
"performers in this intersection of art, technology and nature, it is a seemingly intuitive
relationship develops between visitor and artwork, human and machine.
This site-specific sound and light installation use 2,500 liters of self-cleaning recycled water,
controlled through a system of 3D tracking cameras placed around the ceiling. The cameras
detect a visitor's movement and signal groups of the water nozzles in the ceiling, stopping the
flow of water in a roughly six-foot radius around the person.
Founded in 2005, Random International is a Londonbased collaborative studio for experimental and digital
practice within contemporary art. Their work, which includes
sculpture, performance and large-scale architectural
installations, reflects the relationship between man and
machine and centers on audience interaction.
The epitome of socially distant art, Rain Room is the
perfect piece for the time. Small groups experience the work
together and are encouraged to explore the space in solitude.
The result, a remarkably cleansing and contemplative
experience, as visitors are consumed by a soothing rainstorm,
all the while being completely protected from its forces.
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Chapter 4: Research result, recommendation

4.1. Search results
1. The morphological and technical systems activate the exhibition space, its walls, floor
and ceiling, with the introduction and assembly of various materials in it in one hand,
and the actual contribution of the recipients within the work on the other hand. To
display unlimited forms that rely on physical references blended with the system of
thought and senses to come up with a visual achievement that requires the presence of
the recipient to be completed and reach the desired goals. Which was recognized in all
samples.
2. The reliance of morphological systems on the concepts of fragmentation, disintegration,
nihilism, absurdity, consumerism, marginalization, anxiety, fear, sexuality, and
alienation, this was concluded from analyzing sample 1 and 3.

3. installation art depended on instantaneous forms that may end with the expiration of the
presentation. and may differ from the references adopted by the recipient, resulted from
analyzing sample no.4.
4. Modern technologies have contributed to the activation of the visual form and the
diversity of display spaces in the postmodern formation of the sample 2 and 4.
5. The recipient has entered the world of art by becoming an integral part of the work that
require his existence, either relying on his senses or depending on his entire body. Found
from analyzing Sample 1,2, and 4.

6. Formal and technical systems bear the aspect of directness and trauma at first glance
when creating the moment, and the acquisition of a physiological effect based on the
magnitude of the situations created by the image of this art and its expressive means. In
all samples.
7. The vacuum in installation art has gone beyond the recognized artistic classifications
such as framed painting and three-dimensional sculptural work in exchange for the
production of art work with morphological and technical systems that combines a range
of fields in visual art such as sculpture, photography, calligraphy and architecture, by
means of sensory, audio and visual expressions based on modern technological media.
Sample 2, 3and4.
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4.2.Research Recommendations
1. The researcher recommends conducting a detailed study aimed at detecting present
movements of meta-Modernism philosophy and techniques.
2. The researcher proposes a study of the stages of the installation art in Kuwait and the
Gulf States and its effect in the art industry.
3. The researcher proposes to study the aesthetics of installation art in the period of the
twenty-first century.
4. The researcher recommends studying the transformations of material philosophy and its
effect in showing the aesthetics of the Artwork in the middle eastern countries.
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